Dear SOE Students,

This is a reminder that online or winter courses via RU Newark/Camden will NOT serve as pre-requisites for upper level Econ courses.

However, SOE will accept the Newark/Camden online or winter micro-econ course towards SOE’s micro-econ requirement. Additionally macro-econ taken online or in the winter can count towards a lower level h/ss elective for SOE.
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Office of Academic Services (EN-B100)
Rutgers-School of Engineering
98 Brett Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854

Dear SOE students,

The Rutgers New Brunswick Economics department has a strict policy regarding Micro-economics taken during winter or online via RU Newark or Camden:

If you plan to take upper level Econ courses, the winter or online Camden/Newark course will NOT count towards a pre-requisite.

If you plan to pursue a minor or second major in Economics, you may NOT take micro-economics over the winter, nor may you take it online via RU Newark or Camden.
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